We present a simple and easy to understand explanation of ML type inference and parametric polymorphism within the framework of type monomorphism, as in the rst order typed lambda calculus. We prove the equivalence of this system with the standard interpretation using type polymorphism, and extend the equivalence to include polymorphic xpoints. The monomorphic interpretation gives a purely combinatorial understanding of the type inference problem, and is a classic instance of quanti er elimination, as well as an example of Gentzenstyle cut elimination in the framework of the Curry-Howard propositions-as-types analogy.
Introduction
In his in uential paper, \A theory of type polymorphism in programming," Robin Milner proposed an extension to the rst order typed -calculus which has become known as the core of the ML programming language Mil78, HMT90] . The extension augmented the monomorphic type language of the rst order typed -calculus with polytypes (also known as type schemes) allowing a limited form of quanti cation over type variables. The expression language was similarly expanded by introducing the construct let x = E in B, where by typing E with a polytype, the free occurances of x in B could be typed di erently (i.e., polymorphically) by varied instantiations of the quanti ed variables in the polytype. The added expressiveness of the type language then allowed let x = E in B to be typable where the -calculus \equivalent" ( x:B)E might not be; the classic example of this facility is that let I = z:z in II is typable in ML, while ( I:II)( z:z) is not rst order typable.
Type polymorphism has since been incorporated into a variety of functional programming languages HW88, Tur85] . Among its virtues are static typing, so that all typing is done at compile time, with the guarantee that typechecked programs will not \go wrong" at run time; parametric polymorphism, so that polymorphically-typed code can be reused (via let) on abstract data types; and decidable type inference, where the compiler can automatically infer the most general type information (the so-called principal type) for an expression, so that any typing for the expression is a substitution instance of the principal type.
To what extent is Milner's proposal of type polymorphism necessary to achieve this degree of parametric polymorphism? Surprisingly, the type language of the rst order typed -calculus is su cient to support ML-style parametric polymorphism, as long as we use the following inference rule for typing let-expressions: (let) ? E: 0 ? E=x]B: 1 ? let x = E in B: 1
Any ML program without free variables that is typable in the standard Milner-Damas inference system DM82] is also typable using the classical Curry inference system CF58] augmented with the above rule. Hence parametric polymorphism as realized in ML may be achieved within the framework of type monomorphism.
Observe that the above inference rule realizes parametric polymorphism (\code reuse") explicitly through the expression E=x]B: namely, each free occurance of x gets replaced with a separate copy of the program E. The example of typing let I = z:z in II, for instance, is reduced to typing ( z:z)( z:z), so each z:z may be typed di erently. The e ect is the same as considering the expression to be a marked redex ( I:II)( z:z) 1 in the theory of labelled reductions Bar84].
The monomorphic realization of ML's parametric polymorphism is not new. A recent survey of type systems in programming Mit90] attributes the observation to Albert Meyer. An earlier appearance of the idea is found in the dissertation of Luis Damas Dam85] , and in fact a question about it is found in the 1985 postgraduate examination in computing at Edinburgh University Edi88].
In this paper, we present a simple and easy to understand explanation of ML type inference in the framework of type monomorphism, where we prove its equivalence to the standard interpretation using type polymorphism. In addition, we analyze an extension of the ML inference system proposed by Alan Mycroft Myc84] , allowing xpoints where the variable appearing in a recursion equation may have a polymorphic type. While type inference for this system is not computable KTU90], we show that the inference system has nonetheless a purely monomorphic interpretation.
We believe that the monomorphic interpretation is important because it gives a purely combinatorial understanding of a signi cant fragment of the Girard/Reynolds second-order polymorphic typed -calculus Gir72, Rey74] . It provides as well a classic example of quanti er elimination, which in the context of the Curry-Howard propositions-as-types analogy serves as a sort of Gentzen-style cut elimination. The simple combinatorics of the monomorphic interpretation, which reduces the problem of type inference to rst-order uni cation Rob65], has played a central role in a complete analysis of the computational complexity of ML type inference KM89, Mai90, KMM91], as well as providing insight in the rst signi cant lower bounds on type inference for higher-order typed -calculi HM91].
Preliminaries

Expressions
We consider ML expressions de ned by the grammar: E : : = x j EE j x:E j let x = E in E j xx:E where x ranges over a set V of expression variables. Excluding expressions of the form xx:E where E 2 E, the language considered is known as Core ML (see, for example, MH88]).
The syntax of Core ML is just that of the -calculus augmented with the polymorphic let construct. We write FV(E) to denote the free variables of E. We allow -renaming and -reduction as in the -calculus, as well as reduction of let-expressions following the rule:
For more details concerning reductions in the -calculus and ML, see Bar84, HS87, HMT90].
Types
The syntax of types is given by the grammar:
T 0 : : = t j T 0 ! T 0 T : : = T 0 j 8t:T where t ranges over a set T V of type variables. We refer to 2 T 0 as monotypes, and 2 T as polytypes (sometimes also called type schemes).
We de ne a partial order on T 0 as 1 2 i there exists a substitution : T V ?! T 0 such that 1 2 , where denotes syntactic equivalence (overloaded for use on expressions as well). We interpret polytypes as sets of monotypes, using the following interpretation: 
Inference rules
Expressions are associated with types using a xed set of inference rules. We describe two such systems of rules: the rst being the standard one given by Damas and Milner DM82] which we call the polytype system, and the second one a variant called the monotype system. As its name suggests, the monotype system associates expressions with monotypes only. The major point of this paper is to show simply why this limitation is not truly a restriction. The inference rules manipulate an expression called a type judgement, written ? E: , where E 2 E, 2 T , and ?: FV(E) ?! T . The type judgement is read as \with environment (context) ?, expression E has type ." In the -calculus, environments associate values to free variables in an expression, while in this case the environment is used to associate types with the free variables. We give below the inference rules for the polytype and monotype systems. The polytype system is due to DM82], and the monotype system is essentially due to CF58] augmented with the rule for let. Observe the use in rule (let P ) of types with quanti ers (namely, the binding for x), requiring the rules (gen P ) and (inst P ) for quanti er introduction and elimination. For more details on type inference rules, we recommend Car84, Han87 
It is clear, and indeed natural, that the equivalent monotype judgement should be contingent on the explicit substitution of code represented at the type level by polytypes. In the case of a closed term E with empty contexts, we have`P ; E: i `M ; E: , as in KMM91]. However, inspired by the example of Tait's strong normalization theorem for the rst order typed -calculus Tai67], we have facilitated the proof by strengthening the induction hypothesis of what is to be a syntax directed induction on E.
Before continuing with the proof, we introduce a standard structural lemma allowing us to \normalize" derivations in the polytype system for use in a syntax-directed proof.
Lemma 3.2 Let `P ? E:8: where ? is a context, is a monotype, and8 denotes a (possibly empty) list of quanti ed variables. Then if E is not a variable, there exists a proof 0`P ? E: where the last rule used in 0 is either (var P ), (abs P ), (app P ), or (let P ).
Proof. Observe that `P ? E:8: is a syntax directed proof except for the use of (gen P ) and (inst P ). The lemma states that the nal uses of (gen P ) and (inst P ) can be removed. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of such uses; in the basis case, clearly8: .
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For the inductive step, we must consider only two cases: Case 1: The proof ends using the rule (gen P ):
? E:8: (t)
? E: 8t:8: (t)
Simply remove the last step of the proof to remove one quanti er from the type, and apply the inductive hypothesis. Case 2: The proof ends using the rule (inst P ):
where is a monotype. Observe that the last rules appearing in the proof are a series of uses of (gen P ) and (inst P ), where the former adds a quanti er, and the latter removes a quanti er. As such, they act like a stack. Identify the point (I) in the proof where t is universally quanti ed:
(gen P ) ? E:8: 0 (t)
? E: 8t:8: 0 (t)
We now proceed as follows:
1. In the subproof rooted at (I), replace all free occurences of t by ;
2. In the deductions from (I) until the end of the proof, remove the binding 8t, replacing newly free occurences of t by ; 3. Remove the conclusions of (I) and the nal inference. The proof now has two fewer uses of (gen P ) and (inst P ), so we can apply the inductive hypothesis.
Given the lemma and the stated assumptions on ?; ? 0 , and F, we prove the above statement (1) in De nition 3.1 via structural induction on E, proceeding by case analysis. We assume by renaming that no variable is bound or quanti ed more than once. The parametric polymorphism in Core ML introduced by the let construct can be viewed as a more powerful form of cut-elimination. The cut-elimination via -reduction allows one proof of a 8-free proposition to be used several times, while cut-elimation via let-reduction allows one proof of a proposition to be used several times, provided that the \use" is always monomorphic (8-free). Rather than prove P = f ! ; ! ; ( ! ) ! ( ! )g, for example, we construct one proof of 8t:t ! t, and instantiate t appropriately. The propositions in P have a most general uni er, namely a proposition such that p for each p 2 P . We make the related observation that the monomorphic inference rules for Core ML show that the principal type property proved in Mil78] is a straightforward consequence of the existence of most general uni ers in the rst-order domain. Similar to -reduction, let-reduction can be viewed as a proof transformation. Since the expression let x = E in B may have a polytype assigned to x, each use of E in N=x]B can instantiate the quanti ers di erently. The \same" proof is recycled to generate structurally similar propositions.
A characterization of polymorphic recursion by monotypes
The inference rules we have described thus far for typing ML programs do not include a rule for typing xpoints, and hence do not allow recursion. In ML, xpoints are constrained to be monomorphic; as such, the polytype system is usually extended with ( x ML )
? fx: g E:
?
xx:E:
It is not di cult to show that when this rule is added to the polytype system,`P ?
xx:E: i `P ?
x:Eq E x: , where Eq p: q:K p ( r:K (r p) (r q)), given the usual de nition K x: y:x, since Eq has principal type 8t:t ! t ! t. As a consequence, adding monomorphic xpoint does not make type inference particularly more complex. Alan Mycroft Myc84] proposed a more powerful variant to the above rule, whereby
x-bound variables could occur polymorphically:
In this rule, is a polytype. It has recently been shown by Kfoury, Tiuryn, and Urzyczyn that type inference in the presence of such a polymorphic xpoint is undecidable KTU90].
In this section, we show that polymorphic xpoint can also be described using type monomorphism only. As the polymorphic inference system has been augmented with the rule ( x P ), we add the following rules to the monotype system: let x k = E k in x k =x]E Henceforth, we refer to the polytype system as augmented with rule ( x P ), and the monotype inference systems as augmented with rules (? M )and ( x M ). We observe that, properly speaking, ( x M ) is actually a rule schema, since its syntax varies with the integer k. However, it should be noted that all the inference rules are actually schemas! The monomorphic rules for typing polymorphic xpoint have a simple explanation. An initial approximation ?: 8t:t is made for the xpoint, and the principal types of the E k are repeatedly computed to better approximate the xpoint until (possible) convergence. and hence by rule ( x P ) ,`P ? ? 0 xx:E: :
Observe that in the above Proposition, must be the principal type of E k and E k+1 , as principality is required for the proof of Theorem 3.3. To prove the converse, namely that monotype inferences can be derived from polytype inferences, a bit more detail is required. We begin with the following simple observation: In the case that E is not x-free, we observe that using the inductive hypothesis, the above claims about x-free expressions also hold with such stipulation. We then repeat the argument.
5 Final remarks
It seems obvious that the polytype and monotype inference systems should be equivalent in their expressive power. When we use an expression de ned with let and having a polytype, we instantiate the quanti ed type variables to be in accordance with the type context. Had we the code instead, we could type the code di erently in each instance. In the ML module system, identi ers are bound to types without code, so that type inference can still take place; an obvious use for this facility is in incremental compilation. Of course, the module could instead give the code, but in practice the type is shorter. There are, however, examples where the type is much larger than the code, and these pathological examples provide the foundation for lower bounds on type inference KM89, Mai90, KMM91]. In short: most general speci cations (i.e., types) can be considerably longer than the programs implementing the speci cations when the speci cation language is rich enough.
The equivalence proofs we have given are based on a fairly straightforward structural induction. The contribution of this paper, for the most part, is to give a precise de nition of the equivalence. The lesson is simple: type polymorphism is not needed when you do not reuse code, and instead use separate copies of the same code. Our equivalence proofs explain a theory of type monomorphism in programming, where it becomes clear that the type polymorphism found in ML-like languages admits straightforward quanti er elimination procedures.
